Milpitas Arts Commission (MAC)

Membership: 7 members (1 of seven remains a school board member)
2 alternates

Members of MAC will apply via the standard application.

The Mayor will make appointments to the MAC with council concurrence.
Terms of service are governed by MAC bylaws.

The chair of the MAC would appoint two volunteer commissioners to sit on the PAC and report on specific projects to the MAC. These appointees would be nonvoting members of the Public Art Committee (PAC). These appointments would be on a rotating basis (term length to decided).

MAC would continue to review and recommendation of the Cultural Arts Support Grants, interview and select artists to have shows in the phantom Art Gallery and future galleries as proposed by the library. MAC would jury temporary Art to hang in the Library (new); propose and promote art events for the community and support the work of the PAC.
Public Art Committee (PAC)

Membership:  *3-voting representatives of the Milpitas Alliance for the Arts (MAFTA)*
2-non voting rotating members of the MAC to be responsible to report to the MAC as projects move through the process of acquisitions of public art.
1(?)-non voting staff member- per project (The staff would vote only to break a tie)
1-voting community member with experience in public art
2- voting representatives per project from the commission committee or other group with a connection to the project (e.g. Senior Center would have 2 representatives from the Senior Advisory Committee).

The 3 MAFTA representatives would be the nucleus of the reorganized PAC. MAFTA would take the lead on introducing art and artists to the community (Members have proven experience)
MAFTA would be leaders in the selection of public art to be recommended for funding by the % for art ordinance.
As a courtesy PAC would represent the recommended public art proposals to the MAC for endorsement. There would be no discussion just and up or down vote.
**GOAL**
Quality Public Art
Representative of Milpitas

**City Council**
% for Public Art Ordinance
Approval & Funding

Milpitas Arts Commission (MAC)

*Membership*
9~2 alternates

**Responsibilities**
- CASP
- Galleries
- Jury-Library Art
- Honor Local Art Achievers
- Attend Art functions
- Propose~Promote~Serve~Art Events

Regular Schedule
Monthly Meeting

Public Art Committee (PAC)

*3 MAFTA (voting)*
- 2 MAC (non voting)
- 1 Experience in Public Art @large (voting)
- 1 (?) Staff per project (only 1 vote to break tie)
- 2 Project reps (voting) (special interest)

Meetings, etc.
Scheduled as needed.